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7s contain -LS- 

ALLSEED ADEELLS plant having many seeds [n -S] 

APPULSE AELPPSU approach of one moving body toward another [n -S] 

AVULSED ADELSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

AVULSES AELSSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

BALLSED ABDELLS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLSES ABELLSS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALSAMS AABLMSS BALSAM, to anoint with balsam (aromatic, resinous substance) [v] 

BILSTED BDEILST hardwood tree [n -S] 

BOLSHIE BEHILOS bolshevik [n -S] 

BOLSONS BLNOOSS BOLSON, flat arid valley [n] 

BOLSTER BELORST to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CULSHIE CEHILSU offensive word [adj -R, -ST] / offensive word [n -S] 

DIVULSE DEILSUV to tear away [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EVULSED DEELSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

EVULSES EELSSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

EXPULSE EELPSUX to expel (to force out) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FALSELY AEFLLSY FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adv] 

FALSEST AEFLSST FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adj] 

FALSIES AEFILSS FALSIE, pad worn within brassiere [n] 

FALSIFY AFFILSY to represent falsely [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FALSITY AFILSTY something false [n -TIES] 

FELSITE EEFILST igneous rock [n -S] 

FELSPAR AEFLPRS feldspar (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

FULSOME EFLMOSU repulsive [adj] 

GRILSES EGILRSS GRILSE, young salmon [n] 

HOLSTER EHLORST to put in holster (case for pistol) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPULSE EILMPSU to give impetus to [v -D, -SING, -S] 

KEELSON EEKLNOS beam in ship [n -S] 

KELSONS EKLNOSS KELSON, keelson (beam in ship) [n] 

NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S] 

OILSEED DEEILOS seed from which oil is pressed out [n -S] 

OILSKIN IIKLNOS waterproof fabric [n -S] 

PALSHIP AHILPPS relation existing between close friends [n -S] 

PALSIED ADEILPS PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

PALSIER AEILPRS PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PALSIES AEILPSS PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

PILSNER EILNPRS light beer [n -S] 

PULSANT ALNPSTU pulsating [adj] 

PULSARS ALPRSSU PULSAR, celestial source of radio waves [n] 

PULSATE AELPSTU to expand and contract rhythmically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PULSERS ELPRSSU PULSER, device that causes pulsations [n] 

PULSING GILNPSU PULSE, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically) [v] 

PULSION ILNOPSU propulsion [n -S] 

REPULSE EELPRSU to drive back [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SALSIFY AFILSSY European herb [n -FIES] 
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SELSYNS ELNSSSY SELSYN, type of remote-control device [n] 

TELSONS ELNOSST TELSON, terminal segment of arthropod [n] 

TOOLSET ELOOSTT set of tools [n -S] 

WELSHED DEEHLSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WELSHER EEHLRSW one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n -S] 

WELSHES EEHLSSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

 

7s end -LS 

ABSEILS ABEILSS ABSEIL, to rappel (to descend from steep height by means of rope) [v] 

ACETALS AACELST ACETAL, flammable liquid [n] 

ACETYLS ACELSTY ACETYL, univalent radical [n] 

ADENYLS ADELNSY ADENYL, univalent radical [n] 

AERIALS AAEILRS AERIAL, antenna (metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves) [n] 

AGNAILS AAGILNS AGNAIL, piece of loose skin at base of fingernail [n] 

ALANYLS AALLNSY ALANYL, univalent radical [n] 

ALCOOLS ACLLOOS ALCOOL, alcoholic liquor [n] 

ALPHYLS AHLLPSY ALPHYL, univalent radical [n] 

ALSIKES AEIKLSS ALSIKE, European clover [n] 

ALUDELS ADELLSU ALUDEL, pear-shaped vessel [n] 

AMATOLS AALMOST AMATOL, powerful explosive [n] 

AMIDOLS ADILMOS AMIDOL, chemical compound [n] 

ANIMALS AAILMNS ANIMAL, living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation [n] 

ANNEALS AAELNNS ANNEAL, to toughen (to make tough) [v] 

ANNUALS AALNNSU ANNUAL, publication issued once year [n] 

APICALS AACILPS APICAL, sound articulated with apex (tip) of tongue [n] 

APPALLS AALLPPS APPALL, to fill with horror or dismay [v] 

APPEALS AAELPPS APPEAL, to make earnest request [v] 

ARCHILS ACHILRS ARCHIL, orchil (purple dye) [n] 

ARGYLLS AGLLRSY ARGYLL, argyle (knitting pattern) [n] 

ARMFULS AFLMRSU ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

ASSAILS AAILSSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

ASSOILS AILOSSS ASSOIL, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

ASTRALS AALRSST ASTRAL, type of oil lamp [n] 

ATABALS AAABLST ATABAL, type of drum [n] 

ATLATLS AALLSTT ATLATL, device for throwing spear or dart [n] 

AVOWALS AALOSVW AVOWAL, open declaration [n] 

BABOOLS ABBLOOS BABOOL, babul (North African tree) [n] 

BAGFULS ABFGLSU BAGFUL, as much as bag can hold [n] 

BARBELS ABBELRS BARBEL, organ of fish [n] 

BARRELS ABELRRS BARREL, to move fast [v] 

BEDELLS BDEELLS BEDELL, bedel (English university officer) [n] 

BEFALLS ABEFLLS BEFALL, to happen to [v] 

BEFOOLS BEFLOOS BEFOOL, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEFOULS BEFLOSU BEFOUL, to foul (to make foul) [v] 

BEGALLS ABEGLLS BEGALL, to make sore by rubbing [v] 

BEHOWLS BEHLOSW BEHOWL, to howl at [v] 
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BENZOLS BELNOSZ BENZOL, benzene (volatile liquid) [n] 

BENZYLS BELNSYZ BENZYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

BETHELS BEEHLST BETHEL, holy place [n] 

BEWAILS ABEILSW BEWAIL, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BHARALS AABHLRS BHARAL, goatlike Asian mammal [n] 

BOATELS ABELOST BOATEL, waterside hotel [n] 

BORDELS BDELORS BORDEL, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

BOXFULS BFLOSUX BOXFUL, as much as box can hold [n] 

BRASILS ABILRSS BRASIL, brazil (dyewood (wood from which dye is extracted)) [n] 

BRAZILS ABILRSZ BRAZIL, dyewood (wood from which dye is extracted) [n] 

BRIDALS ABDILRS BRIDAL, wedding (marriage ceremony) [n] 

BROMALS ABLMORS BROMAL, medicinal liquid [n] 

BULBELS BBELLSU BULBEL, bulbil (small bulb) [n] 

BULBILS BBILLSU BULBIL, small bulb [n] 

BULBULS BBLLSUU BULBUL, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

BURIALS ABILRSU BURIAL, act of burying (to put in ground and cover with earth) [n] 

BUSHELS BEHLSSU BUSHEL, to mend clothing [v] 

BUTTALS ABLSTTU boundary lines [n BUTTALS] 

CAMAILS AACILMS CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [n] 

CANCELS ACCELNS CANCEL, to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v] 

CANFULS ACFLNSU CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 

CANNELS ACELNNS CANNEL, oily, compact coal [n] 

CANTALS AACLNST CANTAL, hard cheese of France [n] 

CAPFULS ACFLPSU CAPFUL, as much as cap can hold [n] 

CARCELS ACCELRS CARCEL, unit of illumination [n] 

CARFULS ACFLRSU CARFUL, as much as car can hold [n] 

CARPALS AACLPRS CARPAL, carpale (bone of wrist) [n] 

CARPELS ACELPRS CARPEL, simple pistil [n] 

CARRELS ACELRRS CARREL, desk in library stack for solitary study [n] 

CARTELS ACELRST CARTEL, business organization [n] 

CARVELS ACELRSV CARVEL, caravel (small sailing ship) [n] 

CASUALS AACLSSU CASUAL, one who works occasionally [n] 

CAUSALS AACLSSU CAUSAL, word expressing cause or reason [n] 

CENTALS ACELNST CENTAL, unit of weight [n] 

CEREALS ACEELRS CEREAL, food made from grain [n] 

CHAPELS ACEHLPS CHAPEL, place of worship [n] 

CHISELS CEHILSS CHISEL, to use chisel (cutting tool) [v] 

CHITALS ACHILST CHITAL, Asian deer [n] 

CHORALS ACHLORS CHORAL, chorale (hymn that is sung in unison) [n] 

CINEOLS CEILNOS CINEOL, liquid used as antiseptic [n] 

CITRALS ACILRST CITRAL, lemon flavoring [n] 

COEVALS ACELOSV COEVAL, one of same era or period as another [n] 

COMPELS CELMOPS COMPEL, to urge forcefully [v] 

CONSOLS CLNOOSS CONSOL, government bond [n] 

CONSULS CLNOSSU CONSUL, official serving abroad [n] 

CORBELS BCELORS CORBEL, to provide wall with bracket [v] 
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CORMELS CELMORS CORMEL, small corm [n] 

CORNELS CELNORS CORNEL, hardwood tree or shrub [n] 

CORRALS ACLORRS CORRAL, to place livestock in corral (enclosure) [v] 

CRENELS CEELNRS CRENEL, to provide with crenelles [v] 

CRESOLS CELORSS CRESOL, chemical disinfectant [n] 

CRESYLS CELRSSY CRESYL, tolyl (univalent chemical radical) [n] 

CREWELS CEELRSW CREWEL, woolen yarn [n] 

CUDGELS CDEGLSU CUDGEL, to beat with heavy club [v] 

CUPFULS CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CURTALS ACLRSTU CURTAL, animal with clipped tail [n] 

CYMBALS ABCLMSY CYMBAL, percussion instrument [n] 

DACTYLS ACDLSTY DACTYL, type of metrical foot [n] 

DAMSELS ADELMSS DAMSEL, maiden (young unmarried woman) [n] 

DARNELS ADELNRS DARNEL, annual grass [n] 

DECKELS CDEEKLS DECKEL, deckle (frame used in making paper by hand) [n] 

DEFUELS DEEFLSU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v] 

DENIALS ADEILNS DENIAL, act of denying (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

DENTALS ADELNST DENTAL, dentally produced sound [n] 

DENTILS DEILNST DENTIL, small rectangular block [n] 

DERAILS ADEILRS DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DETAILS ADEILST DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DEWOOLS DELOOSW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DIESELS DEEILSS DIESEL, to continue running after ignition is turned off [v] 

DIOBOLS BDILOOS DIOBOL, coin of ancient Greece [n] 

DIRNDLS DDILNRS DIRNDL, woman's dress [n] 

DISMALS ADILMSS DISMAL, track of swampy land [n] 

DISPELS DEILPSS DISPEL, to drive off in various directions [v] 

DISTILS DIILSST DISTIL, to distill (to extract by vaporization and condensation) [v] 

DJEBELS BDEEJLS DJEBEL, jebel (mountain (large, natural elevation of earth's surface)) [n] 

DONZELS DELNOSZ DONZEL, young squire [n] 

DORSALS ADLORSS DORSAL, dorsally located anatomical part [n] 

DORSELS DELORSS DORSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n] 

DOSSALS ADLOSSS DOSSAL, ornamental cloth hung behind altar [n] 

DOSSELS DELOSSS DOSSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n] 

DOSSILS DILOSSS DOSSIL, cloth roll for wiping ink [n] 

DOTTELS DELOSTT DOTTEL, dottle (mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco) [n] 

DREIDLS DDEILRS DREIDL, dreidel (spinning toy) [n] 

DRIVELS DEILRSV DRIVEL, to let saliva flow from mouth [v] 

DRUPELS DELPRSU DRUPEL, drupelet (small drupe) [n] 

DUFFELS DEFFLSU DUFFEL, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

EARFULS AEFLRSU EARFUL, flow of information [n] 

ENAMELS AEELMNS ENAMEL, to cover with hard, glossy surface [v] 

ENROLLS ELLNORS ENROLL, to enter name of in register, record, or roll [v] 

ENSOULS ELNOSSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 

ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTOILS EILNOST ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 
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ESPIALS AEILPSS ESPIAL, act of espying (to catch sight of) [n] 

EXTOLLS ELLOSTX EXTOLL, to extol (to praise highly) [v] 

EYEFULS EEFLSUY EYEFUL, complete view [n] 

FACIALS AACFILS FACIAL, treatment for face [n] 

FALLALS AAFLLLS FALLAL, showy article of dress [n] 

FARDELS ADEFLRS FARDEL, bundle [n] 

FARFALS AAFFLRS FARFAL, farfel (noodles in form of small pellets or granules) [n] 

FARFELS AEFFLRS FARFEL, noodles in form of small pellets or granules [n] 

FAUCALS AACFLSU FAUCAL, sound produced in fauces [n] 

FECIALS ACEFILS FECIAL, fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n] 

FENNELS EEFLNNS FENNEL, perennial herb [n] 

FERRELS EEFLRRS FERREL, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FETIALS AEFILST FETIAL, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FIBRILS BFIILRS FIBRIL, small fiber [n] 

FINIALS AFIILNS FINIAL, crowning ornament [n] 

FISCALS ACFILSS FISCAL, public prosecutor [n] 

FLORALS AFLLORS FLORAL, design having flowers [n] 

FLOTELS EFLLOST FLOTEL, floatel (houseboat used as hotel) [n] 

FORMALS AFLMORS FORMAL, social event that requires evening dress [n] 

FORMOLS FLMOORS FORMOL, formalin (aqueous solution of formaldehyde) [n] 

FORMYLS FLMORSY FORMYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

FOSSILS FILOSSS FOSSIL, remains of animal or plant preserved in earth's crust [n] 

FRAZILS AFILRSZ FRAZIL, tiny ice crystals formed in supercooled waters [n] 

FRIVOLS FILORSV FRIVOL, to behave playfully [v] 

FULFILS FFILLSU FULFIL, to fulfill (to bring about accomplishment of) [v] 

FUNGALS AFGLNSU FUNGAL, fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n] 

FUNNELS EFLNNSU FUNNEL, to pass through funnel (cone-shaped utensil) [v] 

GAMBOLS ABGLMOS GAMBOL, to leap about playfully [v] 

GAVIALS AAGILSV GAVIAL, large reptile [n] 

GERBILS BEGILRS GERBIL, burrowing rodent [n] 

GHAZALS AAGHLSZ GHAZAL, amatory lyric poem [n] 

GIMBALS ABGILMS GIMBAL, to support on set of rings [v] 

GIMMALS AGILMMS GIMMAL, pair of interlocked rings [n] 

GINGALS AGGILNS GINGAL, jingal (heavy musket) [n] 

GLYCOLS CGLLOSY GLYCOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

GLYCYLS CGLLSYY GLYCYL, radical derived from glycine [n] 

GOOGOLS GGLOOOS GOOGOL, enormous number [n] 

GOORALS AGLOORS GOORAL, goral (goat antelope) [n] 

GOSPELS EGLOPSS GOSPEL, message concerning Christ, kingdom of God, and salvation [n] 

GRAVELS AEGLRSV GRAVEL, to pave with gravel (mixture of rock fragments) [v] 

GROVELS EGLORSV GROVEL, to crawl in abject manner [v] 

GUNNELS EGLNNSU GUNNEL, marine fish [n] 

GUNSELS EGLNSSU GUNSEL, gunman (one who is armed with gun) [n] 

GUTFULS FGLSTUU GUTFUL, excessive amount [n] 

HALLALS AAHLLLS HALLAL, to halal (to slaughter animal according to Muslim law) [v] 

HALLELS AEHLLLS HALLEL, chant of praise [n] 
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HAMAULS AAHLMSU HAMAUL, hamal (porter in eastern countries) [n] 

HAMMALS AAHLMMS HAMMAL, hamal (porter in eastern countries) [n] 

HANSELS AEHLNSS HANSEL, to handsel (to give gift to) [v] 

HARTALS AAHLRST HARTAL, stoppage of work [n] 

HASSELS AEHLSSS HASSEL, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n] 

HATFULS AFHLSTU HATFUL, as much as hat can hold [n] 

HERBALS ABEHLRS HERBAL, book about herbs and plants [n] 

HIRSELS EHILRSS HIRSEL, to herd sheep [v] 

HOSTELS EHLOSST HOSTEL, to stay at inns overnight while traveling [v] 

HOUSELS EHLOSSU HOUSEL, to administer Eucharist to [v] 

HUIPILS HIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 

HYMNALS AHLMNSY HYMNAL, book of hymns [n] 

INFALLS AFILLNS INFALL, movement under influence of gravity toward celestial object [n] 

INFILLS FIILLNS INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v] 

INHAULS AHILNSU INHAUL, line for bringing in sail [n] 

INSOULS ILNOSSU INSOUL, to ensoul (to endow with soul) [v] 

INSTALS AILNSST INSTAL, to install (to place in position for use) [v] 

INSTILS IILNSST INSTIL, to instill (to infuse slowly) [v] 

INWALLS AILLNSW INWALL, to surround with wall [v] 

ISOHELS EHILOSS ISOHEL, line on map connecting points receiving equal sunshine [n] 

JACKALS AACJKLS JACKAL, doglike mammal [n] 

JARFULS AFJLRSU JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

JEZAILS AEIJLSZ JEZAIL, type of firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n] 

JINGALS AGIJLNS JINGAL, heavy musket [n] 

JUGFULS FGJLSUU JUGFUL, as much as jug will hold [n] 

JUMBALS ABJLMSU JUMBAL, ring-shaped cookie [n] 

KENNELS EEKLNNS KENNEL, to keep in shelter for dogs [v] 

KERNELS EEKLNRS KERNEL, to envelop as kernel (inner part of nut) [v] 

KEYPALS AEKLPSY KEYPAL, person with whom one corresponds by email [n] 

KNAWELS AEKLNSW KNAWEL, Eurasian plant [n] 

KUMMELS EKLMMSU KUMMEL, type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n] 

LABIALS AABILLS LABIAL, labially produced sound [n] 

LAPFULS AFLLPSU LAPFUL, as much as lap can hold [n] 

LAURELS AELLRSU LAUREL, to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves [v] 

LENTILS EILLNST LENTIL, Eurasian annual plant [n] 

LETHALS AEHLLST LETHAL, death-causing genetic defect [n] 

LINTELS EILLNST LINTEL, horizontal supporting beam [n] / lintel [v] 

LINTOLS ILLNOST LINTOL, lintel (horizontal supporting beam) [n] 

LISTELS EILLSST LISTEL, narrow molding [n] 

MALTOLS ALLMOST MALTOL, chemical compound [n] 

MAMMALS AALMMMS MAMMAL, any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates [n] 

MANGELS AEGLMNS MANGEL, variety of beet [n] 

MANTELS AELMNST MANTEL, shelf above fireplace [n] 

MANUALS AALMNSU MANUAL, small reference book [n] 

MARCELS ACELMRS MARCEL, to make deep, soft wave in hair [v] 

MARVELS AELMRSV MARVEL, to be filled with wonder or astonishment [v] 
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MEDIALS ADEILMS MEDIAL, sound, syllable, or letter in middle of word [n] 

MENIALS AEILMNS MENIAL, domestic servant [n] 

MESCALS ACELMSS MESCAL, cactus used as source of liquor [n] 

METHYLS EHLMSTY METHYL, univalent radical [n] 

MEZCALS ACELMSZ MEZCAL, mescal (cactus used as source of liquor) [n] 

MICELLS CEILLMS MICELL, micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n] 

MISKALS AIKLMSS MISKAL, Oriental unit of weight [n] 

MISSALS AILMSSS MISSAL, prayer book [n] 

MISSELS EILMSSS MISSEL, European thrush [n] 

MOGHULS GHLMOSU MOGHUL, mogul (important person) [n] 

MONGOLS GLMNOOS MONGOL, person affected with form of mental deficiency [n] 

MORSELS ELMORSS MORSEL, to divide into small pieces [v] 

MORTALS ALMORST MORTAL, human being [n] 

MUGFULS FGLMSUU MUGFUL, as much as mug can hold [n] 

MUGHALS AGHLMSU MUGHAL, mogul (important person) [n] 

MUSSELS ELMSSSU MUSSEL, bivalve mollusk [n] 

MUTUALS ALMSTUU MUTUAL, mutual fund [n] 

MUTUELS ELMSTUU MUTUEL, system of betting on races [n] 

NARWALS AALNRSW NARWAL, narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n] 

NELSONS ELNNOSS NELSON, wrestling hold [n] 

NETFULS EFLNSTU NETFUL, as much as net can hold [n] 

NICKELS CEIKLNS NICKEL, to plate with nickel (metallic element) [v] 

NITRILS IILNRST NITRIL, nitrile (chemical compound) [n] 

NORMALS ALMNORS NORMAL, usual or expected state or form [n] 

NUCHALS ACHLNSU NUCHAL, anatomical part lying in region of nape [n] 

ORCHILS CHILORS ORCHIL, purple dye [n] 

ORDEALS ADELORS ORDEAL, severely difficult or painful experience [n] 

OXTAILS AILOSTX OXTAIL, tail of ox [n] 

PANFULS AFLNPSU PANFUL, as much as pan will hold [n] 

PARCELS ACELPRS PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PARRALS AALPRRS PARRAL, parrel (sliding loop of rope or chain used on ship) [n] 

PARRELS AELPRRS PARREL, sliding loop of rope or chain used on ship [n] 

PASCALS AACLPSS PASCAL, unit of pressure [n] 

PASSELS AELPSSS PASSEL, large quantity or number [n] 

PASTELS AELPSST PASTEL, soft, delicate hue [n] 

PASTILS AILPSST PASTIL, pastille (lozenge (small, often medicated candy)) [n] 

PATROLS ALOPRST PATROL, to pass through area for purposes of observation or security [v] 

PEEPULS EELPPSU PEEPUL, pipal (fig tree of India) [n] 

PENCELS CEELNPS PENCEL, small flag [n] 

PENCILS CEILNPS PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

PENSILS EILNPSS PENSIL, pencel (small flag) [n] 

PENTYLS ELNPSTY PENTYL, amyl (univalent radical) [n] 

PETRELS EELPRST PETREL, small seabird [n] 

PETROLS ELOPRST PETROL, gasoline (liquid fuel) [n] 

PEYOTLS ELOPSTY PEYOTL, peyote (cactus (plant native to arid regions)) [n] 

PHENOLS EHLNOPS PHENOL, caustic compound [n] 
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PHENYLS EHLNPSY PHENYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

PHYTOLS HLOPSTY PHYTOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

PINEALS AEILNPS PINEAL, gland in brain [n] 

PISTILS IILPSST PISTIL, seed-bearing organ of flowering plants [n] 

PISTOLS ILOPSST PISTOL, to shoot with small firearm [v] 

PLURALS ALLPRSU PLURAL, word that expresses more than one [n] 

PODSOLS DLOOPSS PODSOL, podzol (infertile soil) [n] 

PODZOLS DLOOPSZ PODZOL, infertile soil [n] 

POLYOLS LLOOPSY POLYOL, alcohol containing three or more hydroxyl groups [n] 

POMMELS ELMMOPS POMMEL, to strike with fists [v] 

PONGALS AGLNOPS PONGAL, dish of cooked rice in Tamil-speaking India [n] 

PONTILS ILNOPST PONTIL, punty (iron rod used in glassmaking) [n] 

PORTALS ALOPRST PORTAL, door, gate, or entrance [n] 

POSTALS ALOPSST POSTAL, postcard (card for use in mail) [n] 

POTFULS FLOPSTU POTFUL, as much as pot can hold [n] 

PROPELS ELOPPRS PROPEL, to cause to move forward or onward [v] 

PROPYLS LOPPRSY PROPYL, univalent radical [n] 

PROTYLS LOPRSTY PROTYL, protyle (hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived) [n] 

PUMMELS ELMMPSU PUMMEL, to pommel (to strike with fists) [v] 

PYRROLS LOPRRSY PYRROL, pyrrole (chemical compound) [n] 

QUEZALS AELQSUZ QUEZAL, quetzal (tropical bird) [n] 

QUINOLS ILNOQSU QUINOL, chemical compound [n] 

RADIALS AADILRS RADIAL, part diverging from center [n] 

RAMTILS AILMRST RAMTIL, tropical plant [n] 

RAPPELS AELPPRS RAPPEL, to descend from steep height by means of rope [v] 

RASCALS AACLRSS RASCAL, unscrupulous or dishonest person [n] 

REBILLS BEILLRS REBILL, to bill again [v] 

REBOILS BEILORS REBOIL, to boil again [v] 

RECALLS ACELLRS RECALL, to call back [v] 

RECOALS ACELORS RECOAL, to coal again [v] 

RECOILS CEILORS RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v] 

REDIALS ADEILRS REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

REFALLS AEFLLRS REFALL, to fall again [v] 

REFEELS EEEFLRS REFEEL, to feel again [v] 

REFILLS EFILLRS REFILL, to fill again [v] 

REFUELS EEFLRSU REFUEL, to fuel again [v] 

REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, to heel again [v] 

REMAILS AEILMRS REMAIL, to mail again [v] 

RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

RENTALS AELNRST RENTAL, amount paid or collected as rent [n] 

REPEALS AEELPRS REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v] 

REPOLLS ELLOPRS REPOLL, to poll again [v] 

REROLLS ELLORRS REROLL, to roll again [v] 

RESAILS AEILRSS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

RESEALS AEELRSS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESELLS EELLRSS RESELL, to sell again [v] 
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RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETELLS EELLRST RETELL, to tell again [v] 

RETOOLS ELOORST RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

REVEALS AEELRSV REVEAL, to make known [v] 

RIDGELS DEGILRS RIDGEL, ridgling (male animal with undescended testicles) [n] 

RIDGILS DGIILRS RIDGIL, ridgling (male animal with undescended testicles) [n] 

RITUALS AILRSTU RITUAL, system of rites [n] 

RONDELS DELNORS RONDEL, rondeau of 14 lines [n] 

RONNELS ELNNORS RONNEL, insecticide [n] 

RUNNELS ELNNRSU RUNNEL, small stream [n] 

SACRALS AACLRSS SACRAL, vertebra or nerve situated near sacrum [n] 

SAFROLS AFLORSS SAFROL, safrole (poisonous liquid) [n] 

SAMBALS AABLMSS SAMBAL, spicy condiment [n] 

SAMIELS AEILMSS SAMIEL, simoom (hot, dry desert wind) [n] 

SANDALS AADLNSS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SANTOLS ALNOSST SANTOL, tropical tree [n] 

SAURELS AELRSSU SAUREL, marine fish [n] 

SCHOOLS CHLOOSS SCHOOL, to educate in institution of learning [v] 

SCHORLS CHLORSS SCHORL, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

SCRAWLS ACLRSSW SCRAWL, to write hastily or illegibly [v] 

SCROLLS CLLORSS SCROLL, to move text across display screen [v] 

SEIDELS DEEILSS SEIDEL, large beer glass [n] 

SENDALS ADELNSS SENDAL, silk fabric [n] 

SEQUELS EELQSSU SEQUEL, something that follows and serves as continuation [n] 

SERAILS AEILRSS SERAIL, seraglio (harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women)) [n] 

SERIALS AEILRSS SERIAL, literary or dramatic work presented in successive installments [n] 

SERVALS AELRSSV SERVAL, African wildcat [n] 

SHAMALS AAHLMSS SHAMAL, hot, dry wind [n] 

SHEKELS EEHKLSS SHEKEL, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 

SHEQELS EEHLQSS SHEQEL, shekel (ancient unit of weight and money) [n] 

SHOVELS EHLOSSV SHOVEL, to take up with shovel (digging implement) [v] 

SHRILLS HILLRSS SHRILL, to utter shrill sound [v] 

SHTETLS EHLSSTT SHTETL, shtetel (Jewish village) [n] 

SIGNALS AGILNSS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

SIMNELS EILMNSS SIMNEL, crisp bread [n] 

SKATOLS AKLOSST SKATOL, skatole (chemical compound) [n] 

SLAHALS AAHLLSS SLAHAL, lahal (team game played by indigenous peoples of Pacific Northwest) [n] 

SNIVELS EILNSSV SNIVEL, to cry or whine with sniffling [v] 

SOCIALS ACILOSS SOCIAL, friendly gathering [n] 

SORRELS ELORRSS SORREL, reddish brown color [n] 

SORTALS ALORSST SORTAL, term that classifies entity as being of particular kind [n] 

SPINALS AILNPSS SPINAL, injection of anesthetic into spinal cord [n] 

SPINELS EILNPSS SPINEL, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

SPIRALS AILPRSS SPIRAL, to move like spiral (type of plane curve) [v] 

SPITALS AILPSST SPITAL, hospital (medical institution) [n] 

SPRAWLS ALPRSSW SPRAWL, to stretch out ungracefully [v] 
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SQUALLS ALLQSSU SQUALL, to cry or scream loudly [v] 

SQUEALS AELQSSU SQUEAL, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

SQUILLS ILLQSSU SQUILL, Eurasian herb [n] 

SQUIRLS ILQRSSU SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n] 

STANOLS ALNOSST STANOL, fully saturated phytosterol [n] 

STEROLS ELORSST STEROL, type of solid alcohol [n] 

STIPELS EILPSST STIPEL, small stipule [n] 

STREELS EELRSST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

STROLLS LLORSST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

SWIVELS EILSSVW SWIVEL, to turn on pivoted support [v] 

SYMBOLS BLMOSSY SYMBOL, to serve as symbol (representation) of [v] 

TAHSILS AHILSST TAHSIL, district in India [n] 

TALLOLS ALLLOST TALLOL, resinous liquid [n] 

TARSALS AALRSST TARSAL, bone of foot [n] 

TASSELS AELSSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v] 

TEASELS AEELSST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

TEAZELS AEELSTZ TEAZEL, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TENAILS AEILNST TENAIL, tenaille (outer defense) [n] 

TERCELS CEELRST TERCEL, male falcon [n] 

TETRYLS ELRSTTY TETRYL, chemical compound [n] 

THRALLS AHLLRST THRALL, to enslave (to make slave of) [v] 

THRILLS HILLRST THRILL, to excite greatly [v] 

THYMOLS HLMOSTY THYMOL, chemical compound [n] 

TIMBALS ABILMST TIMBAL, large drum [n] 

TINCALS ACILNST TINCAL, crude borax [n] 

TINFULS FILNSTU TINFUL, as much as tin container can hold [n] 

TINSELS EILNSST TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v] 

TOLUOLS LLOOSTU TOLUOL, toluene (flammable liquid) [n] 

TOLUYLS LLOSTUY TOLUYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

TONSILS ILNOSST TONSIL, lymphoid organ [n] 

TRAMELS AELMRST TRAMEL, to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v] 

TRAVELS AELRSTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

TRIBALS ABILRST TRIBAL, member of aboriginal people of India [n] 

TROTYLS LORSTTY TROTYL, explosive [n] 

TROWELS ELORSTW TROWEL, to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade) [v] 

TUBFULS BFLSTUU TUBFUL, as much as tub will hold [n] 

TUNNELS ELNNSTU TUNNEL, to dig tunnel (underground passageway) [v] 

TWIBILS BIILSTW TWIBIL, battle-ax with two cutting edges [n] 

TYMBALS ABLMSTY TYMBAL, timbal (large drum) [n] 

ULSTERS ELRSSTU ULSTER, long, loose overcoat [n] 

UNCIALS ACILNSU UNCIAL, style of writing [n] 

UNCOILS CILNOSU UNCOIL, to release from coiled position [v] 

UNCURLS CLNRSUU UNCURL, to straighten curls of [v] 

UNFURLS FLNRSUU UNFURL, to unroll (to open something that is rolled up) [v] 

UNNAILS AILNNSU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNREELS EELNRSU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 
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UNROLLS LLNORSU UNROLL, to open something that is rolled up [v] 

UNSEALS AELNSSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSELLS ELLNSSU UNSELL, to persuade to change opinion or belief [v] 

UNVEILS EILNSUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UPBOILS BILOPSU UPBOIL, to boil up [v] 

UPCOILS CILOPSU UPCOIL, to coil up [v] 

UPCURLS CLPRSUU UPCURL, to curl up [v] 

UPHILLS HILLPSU UPHILL, upward slope [n] 

UPSELLS ELLPSSU UPSELL, to try to sell customer something more expensive [v] 

UPWELLS ELLPSUW UPWELL, to well up [v] 

URACILS ACILRSU URACIL, chemical compound [n] 

URANYLS ALNRSUY URANYL, bivalent radical [n] 

URINALS AILNRSU URINAL, fixture used for urinating [n] 

VAKEELS AEEKLSV VAKEEL, native lawyer in India [n] 

VANDALS AADLNSV VANDAL, one who willfully destroys or defaces property [n] 

VASSALS AALSSSV VASSAL, person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance [n] 

VATFULS AFLSTUV VATFUL, as much as vat can hold [n] 

VERBALS ABELRSV VERBAL, word derived from verb [n] 

VERSALS AELRSSV VERSAL, ornate capital letter used to begin verse or paragraph [n] 

VESSELS EELSSSV VESSEL, craft for traveling on water [n] 

VESTALS AELSSTV VESTAL, chaste woman [n] 

VISUALS AILSSUV VISUAL, something that illustrates by pictures or diagrams [n] 

WADMALS AADLMSW WADMAL, thick woolen fabric [n] 

WADMELS ADELMSW WADMEL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WADMOLS ADLMOSW WADMOL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WEASELS AEELSSW WEASEL, to act evasively [v] 

WEEVILS EEILSVW WEEVIL, small beetle [n] 

WITTOLS ILOSTTW WITTOL, man who tolerates his wife's infidelity [n] 

WORMILS ILMORSW WORMIL, lump in skin of animal's back [n] 

WURZELS ELRSUWZ WURZEL, variety of beet [n] 

 


